THE NEW STANDARD FOR ISLAND RESORT LUXURY.
BASK GILI MENO BRINGS WORLD-CLASS DESIGN
TO A LAID-BACK TROPICAL LIFESTYLE.
A MULTI-AWARD-WINNING WONDER OF ECOLOGICAL
ARCHITECTURE, BASK MAKES FOR A RESPONSIBLE
INVESTMENT AND A FUTURE FULL OF INDULGENT GETAWAYS.

Welcome to BASK Gili Meno — a tropical refuge at the forefront of global trends
in art, culture, dining and mixology that promises an experience which is truly
one of a kind.
Situated on the most pristine island of Indonesia’s Gili archipelago, BASK
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INTRO
providing a tranquil personal retreat within the resort’s exquisite surrounds.
BASK Gili Meno is now available for ownership—including freehold title—
in one of Asia’s most sought-after growth regions. Capital appreciation
projections are strong with a guarantee on the net yield for the first two years.

showcases a new way of contemporary living with a respect for the local

Ownership grants privileged access to an original island experience in one of

environment and culture at its core.

the most visually stunning havens in the world.

Behind BASK’s concept is award-winning architect Gary Fell of the Bali-

“The search for freedom is one of my biggest songs in life; at Gili Meno, I

based Gfab Architects, who has designed an exclusive destination that melds

knew I’d found it the moment my feet hit the sand. I thought ‘Wow, I can

Southeast Asia’s sublime natural beauty with the modern accommodations of

breathe here.’ The water was unlike any I’ve seen—it was paradise. The waves

a luxurious international retreat.

were fantastic and there were very few people—I think there were more turtles

With unique double water frontage, BASK’s 83 sleek and airy villas open onto
sunset-showcasing beachfront and exotic salt lake embankments—each one

on the island than tourists.”
— David Hasselhoff, actor and musician

BASKGILIMENO.COM

GILI MENO

THE GILI ISLANDS
The Gili Islands: an exclusive three-island constellation that glistens in between

Gili Air is the second largest of the Gilis. Closest to Lombok’s Sire peninsula,

the popular beaches of Bali and the breathtaking landscapes of Lombok.

the island is known for coastal water sports, seasonal surfing and its closeknit community.

Gili Trawangan is the largest and busiest of the Gilis. A regional hub for maritime
travel, it is a well-supplied commercial centre that transforms at sundown,

Gili Meno is the smallest of the Gilis and, with only 500 estimated permanent

making way for a thriving, tourism-driven nightlife.

inhabitants, is by far the least populated. Home to some of the Gilis’ most

Rich with exotic flora and fauna, the lush canopies of Meno’s

With that fine sun-drenched sand under foot, it is perfection.

tropical tree-line give way to pristine white sand beaches. The

The immaculate coast, of course, is but a threshold to tranquil turquoise

untouched perfection of the shore line curls gently for as far as the

waters. Inviting endless enjoyment, they boast perfect swimming

eye can see. Meno is a car-free zone, and so are the neighbouring

temperatures all year-round.

Beneath the warm waves, colourful sea life teems through rare
and protected coral reefs. The underwater opportunities are
world class, with calm niches for relaxation and spectacular
marine sites to explore.

islands—the sound of the lapping ocean is all that you’ll hear.

secluded and inviting beaches, on Meno natural beauty trumps all.
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While distinctly detached, BASK is approximately 700 meters across the sea

access for visitors to the Gilis. We expect this to have a major impact on the

Gili Meno’s idyllic beaches, while secluded and quiet, offer a safe haven

from Gili Trawangan. A private all-tides jetty ensures efficient and easy passage

popularity of the Gilis over the coming years and alleviate capacity problems

to the island’s thriving turtle population. The Meno Wall, a dive site world

to and from BASK Gili Meno. You can cross the waters to Bali in 90 minutes

during high-season.

renowned for its tropical marine life, is where they make their underwater

and it takes only 10 minutes to travel the 1.5 nautical miles to Lombok.

Korean Air is now running a direct flight from Seoul to Lombok and joins the

In August ‘17, the Gilis witnessed the launch of a new boat service called the

likes of Singapore and Garuda airlines which all have direct

Patagonia Xpress. The two large high-spec boats that are now in operation,

international flights.

join a fleet of modern boats that launched at the beginning of 2017. All of
these boats offer safety, comfort and speed, which greatly improves the

BASKGILIMENO.COM

home. Day trips to the famed surfing breaks on the island’s south east
corner and an 18-hole golf course are easily arranged.

With a focus on craftsmanship and quality, BASK’s fully furnished villas
9

will be outfitted with furnishings crafted by local artisans. A marriage of
streamlined contemporary polish and traditional island ease, interiors
will combine a rich interplay of textures and materials against a cool,
neutral palette.
Every structure includes technologies and features specially curated
BASK sets a new standard for island living that is at once casual and

works by prominent international artists. Lattice wood screens,

cultured, cutting-edge and laid-back.

retractable glass walls and an indoor-outdoor configuration will

Each of BASK’s 83 luxurious villas will provide a fully-serviced secluded
personal retreat within the resort’s breathtaking seaside surrounds.

immerse guests in views of the surrounding beauty while making the
most of coastal breezes and Gili Meno’s balmy year-round weather.

Offered in studio, loft, two and three-bedroom arrangements, BASK’s

Individual terraces and private plunge pools add to the feeling of an

open-plan accommodations maximise the scenic island setting with

exclusive hideaway.

villas situated beachfront, lakeside or nestled amid the resort’s lush
manicured grounds.

To complement the resort’s design, landscape architect Anton Clark

24-hour room service and daily housekeeping are standard across all

enhances the existing grounds in a freeform style that is at once low-

villas. Tailored in-residence dining and personalised maid and butler

key and high-focus: a cultivated celebration of the island’s natural

services are offered for two and three bedroom villas.

beauty.

BASKGILIMENO.COM
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A LIFESTYLE
INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITY
WITHOUT COMPROMISE

BASK Gili Meno represents the first of a series of lifestyle projects

With unique double water frontage and anchored by our soon to be

Our In Residence Program provides buyers with the flexibility to extend

and resorts to be delivered by our group over coming years. We have

completed world class Beach Club BASK’s 83 fully furnished villas

their 30 day stay and utilise their BASK villa as a longer term tropical

been actively acquiring new project opportunities over the past 5+

open onto sunset-showcasing beachfronts and exotic salt lake

refuge whilst still enjoying a solid return on investment.

years as well as putting in place a highly skilled team of professionals

embankments.

in their respective disciplines to deliver our platform of projects to the
marketplace.

Their design projects a streamlined and contemporary polish,

interest-free investment plan whereby you pay for your villa over a 3 to

masterfully immersed in the island’s own natural beauty. BASK provides

5 year period. Avoid the upfront cost and enter the market today.

We are proud to present BASK Gili Meno as our flagship resort and

a fully serviced, personal and secluded environment for both the short

lifestyle investment opportunity. BASK Gili Meno will be on the new

term traveller as well as those seeking a longer term refuge in a five

frontier for tropical escape, fusing world-class design and culture with

start tropical oasis.

laidback island ease.

Unique in the market place, BASK is also offering our buyers an

With a guaranteed return of 7.5% for the first two years followed by

A multi-award winning and ecologically sustainable project on the

a transparent income pooling system, BASK villas represent a rare

pristine Gili archipelago, BASK offers a responsible investment

opportunity to invest with a stable passive return and free usage of

opportunity. A future of indulgent getaways awaits in an unspoiled and

your own villa for 30 days every year.

Connecting five star living and ownership with an astute investment
opportunity, we currently have on offer a limited selection of fully
serviced one-, two- and three-bedroom villas.
Phase one is now under construction with completion forecast for mid
2022. Now over 55% sold with a limited availability of remaining villas
to select from.

sophisticated island haven, yet with ease of access and connectivity to
both Bali and Lombok.

BASKGILIMENO.COM

The construction team is composed of trusted Australian and Indonesian
construction managers. Their strong leadership, expert craftsmanship and
local know‑how ensure top‑quality build and finishes.
BASK Gili Meno will be managed by a highly experienced hospitality team.
They’ve been sourced from proven multinationals such as Four Seasons,
Regent and Conrad hotels.
In addition to supporting investment returns, BASK’s exceptional hospitality
can be directly enjoyed by owners through privileged access to their villa for
1 month per year.
It’s a compelling combination of lifestyle enjoyment coupled with asset
appreciation potential and an annuity revenue stream via the well-managed
rental pooling system.
—Dan Miller, Jones Lang LeSalle, Indonesia

INVEST IN THE GILI ISLANDS
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WORLD-CLASS DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.
STRONG FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS. TAKE
OWNERSHIP OF YOUR FUTURE ON THE NEXT
BIG LITTLE ISLAND.

INV
ESTM
ENT

Luxurious accommodations are scarce in the Gilis, especially on Gili Meno.
Scarcity has led to increasing occupancy rates at the few high‑end hotels
that do exist. Historically, it has been Gili Meno’s exquisite natural beauty
and serene tranquillity that has given it the edge over Gili Trawangan.
Now, BASK is giving Meno the edge for sophistication too. It’s an echelon
of luxury, comfort and style that is rare around the world—and totally
unprecedented in the Gilis. As the first top‑end resort of its kind in the
Islands, BASK presents investors with a chance to access the premium
side of a market that is in the early stages of a self‑sustaining upswing.
Bill Barnett, Managing Director of C9 Hotelworks—a leading hospitality
consulting firm specialising in tourism, hotel and property development in
the Asia Pacific region—forecasts extremely strong growth for Gili Meno
tourism. With over two decades in hospitality management across the
Asia Pacific, Barnett projects that more and more travellers will be seeking
sophisticated and secluded destinations in this region as time goes on.
The tourism market in the Gilis has been growing significantly in recent times.
Trading prospects are extremely favourable for sustainable returns for
investors in branded residences.

INDONESIAN HISTORIC GROWTH
Despite their relatively small size, the Gili islands and surrounding regions
historically make a measurable impact on Indonesia’s economy, which boasts one
of the world’s fastest-growing tourism industries. Indonesia’s tourism grew by an
impressive 7.8% in 2018 (Tourism Ministry, 2018). In 2019 tourism contributed
4.8% to the Indonesian GDP (Indonesian Ministry of Tourism).
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Indonesia welcomed 16.1m visitors in 2019. In terms of growth, travel and tourism,
this is over three times higher than comparable Southeast Asian regions.
In addition to the Indonesian government increasing the number of countries
eligible for the Free Tourist Visa; improvements to infrastructure - air, road and sea,
is seen as an essential part in assisting general economic development and is a
key focus of Indonesia’s development plan.
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The COVID-19 Pandemic brought hospitality and travel to a standstill globally for
much of 2020. BASK used this tourism downtime to further refine our resort and
hospitality offering while continuing construction. The impact of COVID-19 has
been relatively low in Bali and lower still in the Gili Islands.
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The Gili Islands and master plan layout of BASK is considered to be particularly
appealing to the travel & leisure market post COVID-19 due to our relative isolation,
low population density, strong community focus, sustainability principles and our
standalone villa designs, infrastructure and amenities.
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Other tourism operators in the region have indicated that they will be ready and
open for business the moment borders reopen and international travel resumes.
Pent-up demand to travel to Indonesia coupled with operators using downtime
to refine operating systems and undertake maintenance works means we are
confident in a strong rebound in tourism to historical levels. Tourism is also starting
to benefit from a recommencement of the domestic tourist travel market which
increased over 10% between 2017 and 2018.
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Moving forward, tourism is expected to return to its historic positive growth
trajectory, specifically in regions such as Lombok & the Gilis with the Government’s
‘10 New Bali’ project aimed at replicating the success of Bali as a tourist hub.
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BASK GILI MENO is the culmination of several years’ planning by a team of
multi award‑winning designers and architects, with support from some of
Australia’s most successful business leaders.
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—Bill Barnett, Founder and Managing Director, C9 Hotelworks

BASKGILIMENO.COM

SEA

SUSTAINABLE
LUXURY
Situated in one of the most ecologically rich islands in the world, BASK is
devoted to nurturing and preserving its pristine setting. BASK is acutely aware
of its environmental and ecological responsibilities; and sustainability remains
at the centre of all aspects of the development.
From wetland sewage treatment and environmentally conscious recycling
processes to food waste management, no aspect is being ignored. There will
be an extensive permaculture program providing for the resort’s vegetable
needs, along with a wetland sewage treatment process and rainwater

14

The resort will only use glass bottles; producing its own drinking water on-site
and will have a ban on all plastic where practical. In addition, a barge will be
used to take hard waste to the mainland, where it will be responsibly recycled
and disposed of.
For maximum personal comfort and a pleasant environment, BASK has
adopted Mistaway Technology (www.mistaway.com) as a low-impact insect
deterrent. It keeps insects away from the resort and accommodations whilst
maintaining neutrality in relation to the broader ecosystem. Designed and built
in the USA, the system has proven itself at many elite sites in other parts of
the globe, but is the first of its kind in Indonesia.
The resort will also establish the Keep Gili Clean Committee. It will aim
to monitor and maintain ecological integrity by collaborating with local
authorities in making key conservation decisions for the island, ensuring the
pristine nature of this idyllic location is preserved.
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harvesting program, resulting in pure fresh water flowing within the resort.

BASK invites you to realise your personal vision of an island paradise
life. Whether it’s a sumptuous studio, a palatial three-bedroom retreat,
or anything in between—it can be yours on Gili Meno. Get the best of
beachfront serenity, lapping lakeside waves or tranquil garden seclusion—
cradled in the splendidly fertile tropics.
Each fully furnished villa is exquisitely decorated with quality fittings and
artisan flourishes. Sliding glass partitions and timber tracery encourage a
seamless flow from outdoor enjoyment to indoor luxury. Trend-transcendent
interior designs carefully blend local craftsmanship with contemporary
style. Every modern refinement is complimented with authentic island ease.
Enhancing it all, artworks will feature throughout, with pieces by renowned
international artists.
Courtesy amenities, such as 24-hour room service and daily housekeeping
will be standard across all villas. Each one of the resort’s rooms will lend
the sense of a blissful escape, one where the sophisticated indulgence of a
world-class resort meets the easy-going charms of a tropical hideaway.
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VIL
LA
S

CURATED
HIDEAWAY
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STU
DI
O
GENERAL VILLA SPECIFICATIONS
INTERNAL SQM

	

34.2

EXTERNAL SQM

	

25.6

		

59.8

TOTAL BUILT UP AREA

STUDIO VILLAS feature a master bedroom with
ensuite, minibar and private garden terrace.
Retractable glass walls and wooden screens infuse
1. TERRACE

4. SHOWER

2. BEDROOM

5. TOILET

3. ENSUITE

spaces with warm sea breezes.
Suitable for up to two guests, these intimate villas
are furnished in an elegant palette of pale wood
and ebony-hued tones, opening out to the resort’s
tropical grounds.
With plunge pool options available
Pools sizes may vary by location

BASKGILIMENO.COM

GENERAL VILLA SPECIFICATIONS
INTERNAL SQM

	

47.5

EXTERNAL SQM

	

34.2

TOTAL BUILT UP AREA

		

81.7

POOL OPTION

		

23.9

	

105.6

TOTAL BUILT UP AREA

STUDIO+ VILLAS combine the features of the standard
Studio with an additional living area. A limited number
will be available with the option of a private plunge
pool. Contemporary furnishings and subdued hues
create a calming ambiance awash in natural light and
1. SWIMMING POOL

5. ENSUITE

2. POOL DECK

6. SHOWER

3. LIVING ROOM

7. TOILET

fresh ocean air thanks to an open-plan configuration. A
wraparound terrace provides panoramas of the resort’s
lush gardens.

4. BEDROOM

Suitable for up to two guests, Studio+ villas are
positioned on the saltwater lake in the resort’s eastern
enclave—a mangrove habitat filled with diverse avian
and wildlife colonies.
With pool options available
Pools sizes may vary by location

BASKGILIMENO.COM
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STU
DIO
PLU
S

SU
IT
E

INTERNAL SQM

	 75.2

EXTERNAL SQM

	 47.1
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TOTAL BUILT UP AREA

		 122.3

POOL

		 43.0

TOTAL BUILT UP AREA

		

165.3

BASK SUITES are one-bedroom villas that
feature a generous living and dining area as well
as a kitchenette.
The bedroom features an ensuite, while the
sunlight-filled bedroom includes an indulgent deep
soaking tub.
1. ENSUITE

5. KITCHEN / DINING

2. SHOWER

6. LIVING ROOM

3. TOILET

7. POOL DECK / TERRACE

4. BEDROOM

8. SWIMMING POOL

An extensive terrace and sun deck are furnished
with daybeds, sleek outdoor furniture and a private
infinity pool.
Suitable for up to two guests, BASK’s Suite villas are
situated on both the beachfront and lakeside sites.
Pools sizes may vary by location

VILLAS

BASKGILIMENO.COM
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GENERAL VILLA SPECIFICATIONS

LO
F
T

GENERAL VILLA SPECIFICATIONS
INTERNAL SQM

	 117.7

EXTERNAL SQM

	 14.2

TOTAL BUILT UP AREA

		 131.9

POOL OPTION

		 19.5

TOTAL BUILT UP AREA

	 167.6

BASK 2 BEDROOM LOFTS are two-storey villas

designed to maximise almost 360 degree sweeping
vistas. Upper levels comprise a dining room, living

area and rest room. Spacious covered balconies reveal
stunning views in all directions: turquoise shores,

mangroves, Mount Rinjani on the eastern horizon and
Mount Agung to the west.

24

appointed bathroom and an additional living area that

opens out to a garden terrace. Outdoors, each Loft villa
includes a private plunge pool.

Suspended daybeds further enhance a relaxed

TOP FLOOR
1. BEDROOM

4. ENSUITE

2. KITCHEN / DINING

5. POOL

atmosphere. Positioned at the heart of the resort, Loft
villas are suitable for up to four guests.

3. SEATING AREA

GROUND FLOOR

BASKGILIMENO.COM

1. ENSUITE

4. BEDROOM

7. PLUNGE POOL

2. SHOWER

5. LIVING ROOM

8. POOL

3. TOILET

6. TERRACE

25

Lower levels include a master bedroom, a fully
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2
BED
ROOM

BASKGILIMENO.COM

GENERAL VILLA SPECIFICATIONS
INTERNAL SQM

	 109.4

EXTERNAL SQM

	 73.7

TOTAL BUILT UP AREA

		 183.1

POOL

		 43.0

TOTAL BUILT UP AREA

		 226.1

The flexible plan of BASK’S 2 BED VILLAS can be

simply configured as either a large single residence or

two separate retreats, each with its own lockable entry
and shared access to the outdoor common area.

The master villa features a large bedroom, spacious
living and dining area, kitchenette and ensuite
bathroom with deep soaking tub.
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impressive. The bedroom features an ensuite and mini
bar as well as a personal veranda.

They open onto a shared private terrace, complete

with day beds, manicured gardens and plunge pool.

Suitable for up to four guests, in-residence dining and
personalised butler and maid services are available

on demand. Two-bedroom villas are situated in prime
beachfront or lakeside locations.

Pools sizes may vary by location

1. ENSUITE

4. BEDROOM

7. POOL DECK

10. SHOWER

2. SHOWER

5. KITCHEN / DINING

8. SWIMMING POOL

11. TOILET

3. TOILET

6. LIVING ROOM

9. ENSUITE

12. BEDROOM

13. TERRACE / DECK

BASKGILIMENO.COM
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The second villa is more intimate yet still remarkably

31
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3BED
ROO
M
BASKGILIMENO.COM

GENERAL UNIT SPECIFICATIONS
INTERNAL SQM

	

217.5

EXTERNAL SQM



94.2

TOTAL BUILT UP AREA

		

311.7

POOL

		

45.2

TOTAL BUILT UP AREA

		

356.9

3 BED VILLAS are the ultimate BASK luxury experience.
Arced around a private garden, complete with soothing
water features and stone pathways, the main living

area includes a large dining room, full kitchen and wet
bar—ideal for unforgettable entertaining. A recessed

conversation area sits at the heart of the villa, perfect

32

A master bedroom branches immediately off the living
area, while extensive raised terraces wrap around two
more bedrooms, each with ensuites and mini bars.

The sweeping terrace and lap pool enhance the villa’s
social ambience, and grant an opportunity for lazyday respite, with hammocks, daybeds and pristine
beachfront vistas.

In-residence dining is available on demand, as are

personalised maid and butler services. Suitable for up
to six guests, the open-air configuration of this lavish
villa is especially designed for larger groups.

1. SWIMMING POOL

6. DINNING ROOM

10. ENSUITE

15. BEDROOM

20. BEDROOM

2. POOL DECK

7. SUNKEN LIVING

11. SHOWER

16. ENSUITE

21. ENSUITE

3. KITCHEN

ROOM

12. TOILET

17. SHOWER

22. SHOWER

4. POWDER ROOM

8. SEATING AREA

13. LAWN

18. TOILET

23. TOILET

5. PANTRY

9. MASTER BEDROOM

14. TERRACE

19. TERRACE
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for lounging and relaxed intimate gatherings.

Offering an expanse of white sand, crystal clear waters and a 35 metre infinity
pool, the future driven beach club will be the cultural epicentre of BASK Gili Meno
providing the perfect backdrop for morning laps or sipping cocktails as guests enjoy
breathtaking sunsets.
The separate areas of the beach club will provide different experiences for guests.
From the open plan kitchen offering a theatrical cooking experience showcasing
various techniques and allowing guests to explore a myriad of local, regional
and international dishes by acclaimed chefs, to our unique underground bar and
sunken terraced lounges which provide a one-of-a-kind outlook, there is definitely
something for everyone.
The layered poolside terrace and beach bar will be home to an international line up
of music and live entertainment, while indoor the world-class restaurant, cocktail
lounges and the underground bar will offer seclusion for the sun-conscious patron.
The beach club will also feature a function area for weddings, private events and inhouse activities such as yoga.
The lounge offers a space to sit back and relax and enjoy music curated for each
moment. The evenings will see this area transform into a space where guests can
indulge in the splendor of their surroundings.

BE
ACH
CLU
B
BASKGILIMENO.COM
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WORLD-CLASS
OFFERINGS

UNDERGROUND
BAR
BASK’s underground bar is an extraordinary way to
experience the beach club environment from an entirely
different perspective through an intimate connection with the

36
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waters of the swimming pool.
It is a truly unique representation of the BASK brand, driven
by an authentic culture of music and arts. With large plush
seating areas within the cosy but roomy bar area, the
underground bar is perfect for private and exclusive functions,
allowing guests to celebrate special occasions.
The feature wall with views straight through to BASK’s infinity
pool offers an ‘underwater’ experience where guests can
escape and indulge in cocktails made from the finest spirits
imported from around the globe.

BASKGILIMENO.COM
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WELLNESS

G
YM
SPA

BASK’s wellness facility provides a revolutionary workout

experience for everyone. Designed to accommodate both the
casual and dedicated gym user the open, light and spacious
studio and fitness rooms will feature ultra-modern amenities
and sweeping views of Gili Meno’s unique salt lake.

The spa will provide the centrepiece of escapism at BASK.
The beautifully crafted design, with its delicate details and
environmentally friendly, modern approach, will heighten

your experience, allowing you to relax, escape and enjoy
panoramic eastern views of Mount Rinjani and the lake.

Unique beauty treatments for hair, nails and makeup will

ensure you are fully pampered, and a full spa program will be
offered with double and single treatment rooms available.

BASKGILIMENO.COM

UNDERWATER
WONDER
The Gili Islands are known for their idyllic location, natural beauty and worldrenowned dive spots. The wonderfully warm, tropical waters offer amazing
visibility and an incredible array of aquamarine life including turtles, sharks, rays
and over 950 species of fish.

BASK
NES
T

“BASK NEST, the underwater sculpture I’ve created exclusively for
BASK features a ring of interlocking figures designed to nurture native
marine life. Promoting fertility and the genesis of natural beauty, it’s
shapes and colours evolve through the seasons as it attracts a wealth
of coral, sponges, and diverse sea creatures to the waters just off the
BASK Gili Meno beachfront.”

— Jason deCaires Taylor

With the reputation for being the ‘Turtle Capital of the World’ and with over 25
dive sites, the Gili Islands are one of Indonesia and the world’s top scuba diving
and snorkeling locations. Only 800 metres from the BASK beachfront, you’ll find
The Meno Wall, renowned for its thriving hawksbill and green turtle populations.
41

Southward, the Bounty Wreck is brilliantly ensconced by coral formations. To
the north, Simon’s Reef offers divers a rare chance to discover the camouflaged
pygmy seahorse in its native home.
BASK is also proud to have commissioned Nest, a stunning underwater
work by the globally celebrated artist Jason deCaires Taylor (www.
underwatersculpture.com). Located 40 metres from the calm white sandy shore
of the resort’s exclusive beach club, this living sculpture is a unique artificial reef
designed to attract corals and undersea life for human encounters.
Taylor’s artistic achievements have met with consistent acclaim. In 2014, he
was awarded the prestigious Foreign Policy Global Thinker award, standing
alongside previous recipients including Angela Merkel, the Chancellor of
Germany and Indian Prime Minister Narenda Modi.
Wholly unique, Taylor’s wonder-below-the-waves is easily accessible to all and
puts the resort firmly on the map of the international art world.

BASKGILIMENO.COM

PADDLE BOARDING

With perennially warm crystal clear waters and underwater visibility
extending up to 25 metres, the Gili Islands boast perfect snorkelling
conditions all year round. Live reefs abound with turtles, colourful coral,
sea life and fish varietals. Headlined by BASK’s own private underwater
sculpture park, the vast selection of snorkelling sites including the
acclaimed Jason DeCaires Taylor “Nest” statue art.

BASK’s custom-made paddle boards offer you a unique way to explore
the surrounding waters at your own pace, as you gently exercise arms,
legs and core. Each board features a glass bottom to reveal underwater
wonders, including the natural splendour and BASK’s own sculpture park,
Nest. Perfect for flat water conditions, paddle boarding is a fun, safe and
accessible activity for guests of all ages.

SURFING

GOLF

The Gili Islands and their neighbours are home to some uncrowded and
truly world-class breaks. The south-west corner of neighbouring Gili
Trawangan boasts a fast right-hander that breaks all year round. Gili Air
hosts a right-breaking barrel that thrills experienced surfers. Gili Meno’s
own hidden gem is Secrets, a shallow reef break around 100 metres off
the coast.

Neighbouring Lombok features two world-class golf courses. Lombok
Golf Kosaido Country Club is home to an 18-hole course designed
by Peter Thompson, Michael Wolveridge and Ross Perrett. The 18hole course at Rinjani Country Club was designed by golf legend Jack
Nicklaus. Both are easily accessible from Gili Meno, with private transfers
available via BASK’s onsite booking service.

KAYAKING AND CANOEING

HIKING

Glide across Gili Meno’s turquoise waters, hopping from one untouched
beach to the next in a canoe-kayak. Whether experienced or apprentice,
BASK offers guided tours of the local seascape and salt-water lake, with
food, sunbathing and snorkeling on the way. Our canoe-kayaks feature
sturdy hulls made from a transparent polymer, so you see amazing sights
both above and below the water.

BASK makes a great base for hikes and walks. One of the most
popular trails is a low-impact hike through the South of Gili Trawangan,
overlooking the historic remains of a Japanese World War II gun bunker.
Neighbouring Lombok offers everything from short tracks through the
volcanic foothills to four-day treks up and around Indonesia’s second
highest peak, Mount Rinjani.

CHARTER FISHING

CYCLING

Many professional, accredited fishing charters operate in and around
the Gilis, providing options to accommodate fishers of all kinds, from
beginners to salty veterans. A range of crafts are available, from luxury
fast boats to traditional fishing vessels.

Cycling around GIli Meno allows you to go on a journey around or through
the island and see the true beauty of Gili Meno first-hand at your own pace.
You can easily rent a bicycle on any of the islands and circumnavigate them
in just a few hours.
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THE BASK TEAM UNITES HOSPITALITY AND
ARCHITECTURAL VISIONARIES WITH BUSINESS
LEADERS FOR AN AESTHETIC ACHIEVEMENT THAT
PROMISES FINANCIAL RETURNS. DECADES OF
EXPERIENCE IN DESIGN, FASHION, TRAVEL AND
HOSPITALITY COMBINE TO CONCEIVE AND CREATE
AN ORIGINAL ISLAND EXPERIENCE.

EXECUTIVE TEAM

CONSULTANTS

GREG MEYER – CEO & FOUNDER @ PT. BASK GILI MENO
Greg Meyer leads the The Meyer Group and its property development
interests in Australia and Indonesia. Greg’s business track record is diverse.
He founded The Rental Management Finance Group in 1985, which
became one of Australia’s largest financiers of specialist technology and
telecommunications. In 2004 Greg founded EPAC Salary Solutions, a vehicle
leasing and salary packaging company which became Australia’s third
largest salary packaging company.

WILL TINDALL - INTERNATIONAL SALES
Will Tindall started his career at Arbuthnot Banking Group in London,
where he structured and supported residential and commercial real estate
development projects. Prior to co-founding a venture capital investment
platform, Will headed up business development and fundraising for one of
the largest integrated property companies in Central Asia. Will now sits on
the Board of two property development companies, he has an established
network of investors and drives the marketing and international sales of
BASK’s new projects.

MICHAEL BEECHEY
Michael Beechey spent 4 years with the Potato Head Family in a Managing
Director role and also as General Manager of Potato Head Beach Club and
Katamama, their multi-award winning hotel in Bali. Formally trained as a chef
in New Zealand, Michael joins BASK with over 30 years of experience across
various hotel roles. This has included 13 years with Intercontinental Hotel
Group across multiple sites in Asia. While in China, Michael was engaged
with IHG global projects to address the future development of the global
reservations system.

WAYAN SUNARTA—DIRECTOR @ PT. BASK GILI MENO
Wayan Sunarta began his career in the resort and hotel business in Bali.
Since then Wayan has built a number of successful businesses within
Indonesia, including fumigation and freight operations located in Bali and
Surabaya. His company, ETO international, has the exclusive rights in
Indonesia for export fumigation. Wayan is a substantial landowner within
Indonesia. He has a high level of business expertise and is well regarded
among the local community.
BRUCE CARTER—COMMISSIONER @ PT. BASK GILI MENO
Bruce Carter has more than 30 years of experience in corporate financial
management and recovery. Recently appointed to the Board of Directors
of Crown Resorts and as Chair of Crown Perth, Bruce is highly respected
across Australia for his contribution to corporate and government roles.
Previously, as Deputy Chairman of SKYCITY he oversaw one of Australia’s
and New Zealand’s leading publicly listed entertainment, resort, hotel and
gaming businesses. He is a Director of Bank of Queensland and Chairman
of Submarine Corporation (ASC) and chair of AIG Australia Ltd. Bruce has
consulted to most of the major financial institutions within Australia and
been involved in a number of government-appointed restructurings and
reviews.
BILL BARNETT—ADVISOR @ PT. BASK GILI MENO
Bill Barnett has been an advisor to the BASK project since inception. Bill has
held senior roles including Deputy Managing Director of the publicly listed
destination resort Laguna Phuket, Chief Operating Officer of Asia Pacific
for Millennium & Copthorne Hotels in Singapore, where his responsibility
covered 43 operating hotel assets. Delivering a proven track record in asset
management, Bill has acted in ownership representation for leading hotels
including properties under Four Seasons, Ritz-Carlton, Regent, Hyatt, Hilton,
Starwood, InterContinental and ACCOR.

LIM DIANA - FINANCIAL CONTROLLER
Lim Diana has spent almost a decade exceeding expectations in her work at
a senior level in multiple finance roles in the finance and accounting industry.
Lim not only executes her work professionally but has a profound ability
to manage large teams. Lim started as an external auditor and corporate
finance consultant and also worked in several companies such as Fitness
First, Shangri-La Residences Jakarta and most recently in Midplaza Holding
for 7 years. At Midplaza Holding she handled the finance, accounting and
taxes for a number of companies within the group which included AYANA
Resort & Spa Holding Company, AYANA Residences, Plaza Residences
and other companies within the group. Lim was also responsible for
simultaneously managing 16 investment companies and group consolidation
reports. This has already proven to be a huge asset to BASK.
SAM WALLER - FOOD & BEVERAGE
Sam Waller has 20 years of global experience as a chef. Starting his culinary
career in Australia, he went on to be a head chef at several award winning
restaurants before embarking on a career in the superyacht industry. He has
spent the last 13 years working in the Mediterranean, Bahamas, Caribbean,
Canada, the United States and the Pacific. He has a wealth of knowledge,
experience and passion for hospitality that he brings to the BASK team.
BRETT TAYLOR - SOUND & ENGINEERING
Brett Taylor has over a decade of experience in senior management
including as General Manager of a leading Australian financial services
company and more recently consulting in business structure and leadership.
His background is in audio production, with over a decade as Business
Manager and Studio Manager of Mixmasters Productions. This makes him
a perfect fit for Bask in audiovisual engineering and design where his skills
and capability in this field strongly support BASK’s brand.

INDONESIAN TEAM
BASK has an office in Jimbaran Bay, Bali with an operations team of 12
personnel possessing extensive experience spanning construction, project
management, procurement, accounting, hospitality and administration.

BASKGILIMENO.COM

GFAB ARCHITECTS
BASK’s enlistment of Gary Fell and GFAB Architects serves to underline
its commitment to distinctive design and sustainable practices. A globally
recognised and multi-award winning practice in residential and resort
architecture, GFAB has over twenty years of experience in Indonesia, with
many other projects spanning the globe. GFAB’s developments aim to both
preserve and enhance their natural settings.
C9 HOTELWORKS
C9 Hotelworks is a hotel and hospitality consultancy recognized as Asia’s
leading advisor on residential and mixed-use developments. C9 has worked
closely with BASK to undertake detailed market analysis and ensure that the
resort is perfectly positioned to deliver its vision.
PT DESIGN
Established in 1986 by Andre Vreugdenbur, PT Design is a structural and
civil engineering practice specialising in the design, documentation and
supervision of building innovative structures. Andre is recognised nationally
as an expert in pre-formed concrete engineering and structure advice.
His team has been engaged to ensure that BASK Villas are built to the
highest international standards across all of the resorts construction.
CRACKERJACK CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Crackerjack have over 30 years of consulting engineering experience,
working globally in Australia and the United Kingdom. BASK selected Neil
Davey and his team due to their significant expertise in aquatic engineering
design including concrete pool shells, structural forms to support modular
pool systems, plantroom designs, layouts and treatments to maintain
performance and efficiency in relation to pool filtration systems and
sanitisation solutions/options.
BALI LANDSCAPE COMPANY
Bali Landscape Company is a leading landscape architectural practice
working across Indonesia. Lead by Australian Anton Clark, Bali Landscape
Company has over 16 years of hotel and resort experience. BASK carefully
selected Anton and his team to create a sensitive balance between the
natural local environment and BASK’s modernist design. Anton’s team
comprises of talented Balinese, Javanese and Western designers.
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RETREAT TO BASK
GILI MENO

MULTI-AWARD
WINNING WONDER

Where laid-back luxury meets unspoiled natural beauty.
The culmination of decades of hospitality, architectural and business

experience, BASK promises financial returns with attractive net yields
for early investors.
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In association with Rolls Royce Motor Cars, The International Property

Awards (London) have recognised BASK GILI MENO as the best new hotel

To learn more about this unique opportunity to own an elite property in

in the Asia Pacific Region.

one of South-East Asia’s most desirable destinations, please contact:

BASK has also been decorated with a 5 star rating—the highest possible

E : enquiries@baskgilimeno.com

Indonesia to receive such acclaim. Our island wonder continues to shine:

www.baskgilimeno.com

level by the Asia Pacific Property Awards. It is the only new property in

growing from strength to award-winning strength, BASK has 11 wins so far
and even more nominations on the azure horizon.

DISCLAIMER: While every reasonable care has been taken during the preparartion of this brochure, the
developer and its agents cannot be held responsible for any inaccuracies. All statements are believed to be
correct but are not regarded as statements or representation of fact. All information and specifications are
current at time of print and are subject to changes as may be required and cannot form part of an offer or
contract. All plans are subject to any amendments approved by relevant authority or other related parties.
Rendering and illustrations are the artist’s impressions only and cannot be regarded as representation
of fact. The size and dimension are approximate measurements using equipment/criteria and method
determined by the developer.

AWARDS WON:
International Property Awards, Best New Hotel Construction & Design – Asia Pacific
Asia Pacific Property Awards, Best New Hotel Construction & Design – Indonesia
Asia Pacific Property Awards, Leisure Development – Indonesia
Asia Pacific Property Awards, Residential Development – Indonesia
Asia Pacific Property Awards, Developer Website – Indonesia
Property Report, Best Resort Residence – Asia

GILI
MENO

Indonesia Property Awards, Best Villa Development – (Resort)

#1

Indonesia Property Awards, Best Landscape Architectural Design
Indonesia Property Awards, Best Architectural Design

BEACH

South East Asian Property Awards, Best Hotel Architectural Design
South East Asian Property Awards, Best Landscape Architectural Design
Le Fonti Awards, Company of the year, Luxury Residential Developer - Indonesia

Indonesia 2016
TRAVELLERS
CHOICE
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